
Request for Proposals 
Painting of the Jaffrey Meetinghouse Windows 

 
 
The Town of Jaffrey, in association with its Meetinghouse Committee, seeks 
an experienced and responsible Contractor (individual, company or 
corporation) to do certain work on the historic windows of the Jaffrey 
Meetinghouse. 
 
This project may be summarized as follows: 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
1. Over a sixteen-month period in 2004-2005, the 50 windows of the 
Meetinghouse were extensively repaired, restored and painted. The double-
hung sash (all but two are 16-over-16) from 46 window openings were 
removed and worked on off-site. This extensive and expensive project was 
largely funded by grants made to the Town. 
 
2. In mid-2007, some premature deterioration to the exterior of the restored 
windows was noticed. Since then the situation has worsened. The 
deterioration consists of fine cracks in and in some instances chipping of the 
painted surface of the stiles and rails and some cracking of the glazing 
compound and/or the paint over the glazing compound and in some 
instances the falling out of glazing compound exposing wood. The ground 
floor windows appear to be worse than the second floor windows. There is 
some variation from side to side, the south side having the worse 
deterioration. 
 
3. Considerable discussion about and investigation into the causes of the 
deterioration have led to no firm conclusions. It could be technique, it could 
be materials or it could be a combination of both. 
 
4. The process followed and the materials employed by the contractor 
included: 
 
All glass was removed, panes with breaks were stabilized if old glass or 
removed if modern glass and replaced with old glass. In the case of old glass 
that couldn’t be stabilized, replacements were made with old glass. Muntin 



repairs and replacements were done where necessary. All wood surfaces 
were sanded by hand. No chemical paint removers were used. 
 
Prior to priming, all exposed wood was treated with Nelsonite, a wood 
hardener. 
Primer: Sterling ‘Prime It’ alkyd. Typically two coats on exterior. 
Glazing compound: Sterling ‘Old Time Putty.’ Turpentine/Linseed oil 
applied before glazing. 
Finish paint exterior: Benjamin Moore 967 alkyd. 2 coats. 
Finish paint Interior: 1 coat primer, sometimes 2 or touch up. 1 finish coat. 
Sherwin Williams. Pro Classic Alkyd S/G B34 W221 Extra. Color Pure 
White 7005. Label on can purchased 6/04: Interior Proclassic Semi-Gloss 
Architectural Alkyd 2005 Pure White  
 BAC Colorant     02   32   64   128 
 B1-Black              --      --      --       1 
 Y3-Deep gold       --       --      1       -- 
Epoxy: Abatron 
Glue: Polyurethane 
 
 
Proposed Solution 
 
The Town proposes to remove all 44 double hung sashes (88 sash in all—
two sashes have recently been restored as a demonstration and need no 
further work) over an indeterminate period of time, possibly as long as 3 to 5 
years. The Contractor will have the option to complete the work sooner than 
later if he wishes. 
 
Sashes will be removed in manageable groups and the openings covered 
with plywood that is on-site. Except in the instance of some windows on the 
east end, removals and reinstallations must be done between Columbus Day 
and the first of May. Sash are easily removable as the stops on one side are 
attached by modern screws and easily removable. There are no locks or 
hardware. 
 
Sashes will be safely transported to the Contractor’s worksite which shall be 
heated and a suitable dry environment for painting. 
 
Sashes will be washed, if necessary, with a bleach solution; hand sanded to 
the extent necessary; re-puttied where necessary; primed and painted. No 



work need be done on the interior surfaces. The primer will probably be the 
same used originally or similar (i.e. alkyd) but the finish coats will be acrylic 
rather than alkyd. All materials other than bleach, sandpaper, turpentine, 
linseed oil and brushes will be supplied to the Contractor by the Town, i.e. 
putty, primer and paint. The exact products and the techniques and 
procedures to be used will be determined by the Town in consultation with 
the Contractor. 
 
 
Phase I 
 
It is the intent of the Town that the first phase of this project will occur over 
the winter and into the early spring of 2009-10 and that the windows 
involved will be those on the ground floor south side (Windows 1-6, a total 
of 12 sash). (Work will not commence until January 1, 2010 or after, 
because of Christmas lights in the south side windows,) 
 
This phase will serve to set the procedures and materials for the subsequent 
phases and as such will involve the active participation of the Town, i.e. 
assistance will be given in window removal and reinstallation and in the 
actual restoration process. Robert Stephenson of the Meetinghouse 
Committee will act for the Town in this instance. In future phases the 
Contractor will be expected to undertake all the work although with 
appropriate supervision and scheduling by the Town. 
 
 
Request for Proposals 
 
With the above as a prelude, the Town of Jaffrey then asks for proposals for 
this work starting with Phase I. Experience gained during Phase I may be 
used to alter conditions and pricing for future phases. 
 
Interested Contractors should respond with a Letter of Interest that should 
include qualifications and experience. Both an estimate on a per window 
opening basis for Phase I and a hourly rate of pay should be included.  
 
Contractors must comply with the Town of Jaffrey’s insurance requirements. 
 
Interested Contractors may wish to ask questions of Robert Stephenson 
while drafting their proposal or to meet with him at the site. He will not be 



available to do this until November 12th. Tel: 532-6066. E-mail: 
rs41@comcast.net 
 
Proposals should be submitted to Michael Hartman, Town Manager, Town 
of Jaffrey, 10 Goodnow Street, Jaffrey, NH 03452. Tel: 532-7880. E-mail: 
mhartman@townofjaffrey.com 
 
Due date for Proposals: By 5pm at the Town Offices on Monday, November 
30, 2009. 
 
 


